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Feature Descriptions

Differential Delay Drain

Background

When an IMA group is first created, the IMA system adjusts the depth of the differential delay 
buffer in order to minimize the total delay. Figure 1illustrates this. Since link 2 is the link with 
the longest delay, it determines the overall buffer depth. In this example, the group delay is 
slightly more than 20 ms. 

Figure 1.  Differential Delay Example (nominal)
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CX2822x Application Note  
Link Addition / Deletion

As new links are added and other links are removed from the IMA group, the depth of the 
differential delay buffers can change. If a new link is added that has more relative delay than the 
other links in the group, the new link’s relative delay is evaluated against the maximum 
differential delay tolerance configured for this group. If the new link’s relative delay can be 
accommodated, the buffer depth is increased as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2.  Differential Delay Example (link addition)
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CX2822x Application Note    
If a link is deleted from the IMA group and that link had the largest relative delay among the 
links in the group, the overall depth of the buffer has an excess delay. The “Drain” feature is 
invoked to remove this excess delay. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of removing link 2 before the 
Drain feature is invoked. Figure 4 illustrates the effect after the Drain feature was invoked. 

Implementation

The qualification of links with regard to differential delay is performed by the IMA software 
driver. The activation of the drain feature is controlled by this software. The actual cell 
buffering and the buffer adjustment mechanisms are implemented in the CX2822x device. 
When the depth of the differential delay buffer is adjusted for links that are added or deleted, the 
cell stream (Rcv Group Out) transferred to the ATM Layer is temporarily affected. No cell loss 
results, but a phase shift occurs.

Figure 3.  Differential Delay Example (link deletion before drain)
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Figure 4.  Differential Delay Example (link deletion after drain)
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CX2822x Application Note  
Fractional T1/E1

Background

The CX2822x device supports n x 8 kbps link bandwidths for DSL applications. The link 
bandwidth refers to the DSL payload bandwidth per port and is set on the IMA side by software 
parameters for each group. There is a Transmit and a Receive link bandwidth setting, thereby 
supporting ADSL. Even if the Transmit and Receive directions have the same nominal link 
bandwidth, the Transmit and Receive directions may be asynchronous.

The fractional T1/E1 application is similar with the possible exception of how the bytes and 
cells are transferred between the physical layer framer and the TC/IMA blocks. Figure 5 
illustrates this. 
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CX2822x Application Note    
For the fractional T1 case in this example, the gaps in the byte transfers at the serial interface 
result in variations in the timing of the start/end of cell transfers across the serial interface. 
These variations are observable across the UTOPIA interface between the TC and IMA blocks 
and in the depths of the internal cell FIFOs of the TC block. 

Figure 5.  Fractional T1 Example
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Considerations

An analysis of 24 and 32 timeslot systems using any combination of n timeslots to create an 
n x 64 kbps stream shows that the worst-case cell boundary variation is roughly 15% (peak-to-
peak) of the nominal cell period. This occurs for the 768 kbps and 1024 kbps cases where the 
first 12 (of 24) and 16 (of 32) timeslots, respectively, are used contiguously. The CX2822x IMA 
function has two elements that are sensitive to this cell boundary variation: the Receive Clock 
Synthesizers and the IMA stuff cell rate generation. Analysis and testing of both of these blocks 
has shown proper operation under these conditions.

Depending on the framer device providing the fractional T1/E1 payload, additional logic may 
be needed between the framer and the RS8228 or CX2822x TC layer in order to provide 
separate gapped clock signals per port for each of the n x 64 kbps channels and to ensure byte 
alignment of the Transmit serial cell stream with the fractional T1/E1 framer.

Test Setup

The fractional T1/E1 application was validated using the CX28398 T1/E1 framer and the 
CX28229 device. The n x 64 kbps channels were created by enabling different timeslots on the 
CX28398 System Bus Interface. The CX28229 TC layer is configured for DSL Mode mode (in 
contrast to T1 or E1 mode for full T1/E1 applications). Figure 6 illustrates these connections. 

Figure 6.  Fractional T1/E1 Test Case
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